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ABSTRACT

In spite of all progress of AI and Machine Learning,
making predictions based on real-world data is still a
challenging task. For this purpose, Tanaka’s approach
of symmetric fuzzy linear regression is explained, and
open issues are outlined. These issues occur if the in-
stances of data sets are not symmetrically distributed.
For this purpose, new solutions based on enhancements
of Tanaka’s approach are discussed. A real-world sce-
nario for predicting house prices is used to illustrate the
ideas. It is shown that the new asymmetric approach
works at least as well as the symmetric version but is
superior in certain situations.1

I. INTRODUCTION

Although a lot of research has been done in the field
of AI and Machine Learning, making predictions based
on real-world data is still a challenging task. Thus,
a new approach is presented to estimate relationships
in multi-dimensional data sets by applying an asym-
metrical fuzzy regression technique. Regression ap-
proaches are prevalent and applied in numerous ar-
eas, for instance, in the fields of financial risk mea-
surement (Valaskova et al. 2018), sales revenue predic-
tion in the telecommunications industry (Welc and Es-
querdo 2018), or stock price prediction (Patel, Patel,
and Darji 2018). Nevertheless, in many cases, a point
forecast is not always appropriate (Rausch and Jehle
2013). For instance, if the impact of weather parame-
ters on sales of ice cream is analyzed, no clear causal
relationship between independent and dependent vari-
ables is apparent, but a fuzzy linear correlation can
be observed (Rausch and Jehle 2013). To solve this
type of real-world issues, fuzzy versions of regression
approaches were developed, see for instance (Tanaka,
Uejima, and Asai 1982). Approaches providing lower

1The algorithms in this paper were implemented in Python 3
and are freely accessible at (https://github.com/TheGarkine/
fuzz_regression_py).

and upper boundaries for fuzzy linear relationships are
already available. However, this paper shows that these
approaches are not appropriate for all types of data
sets, for instance, if symmetric lower and upper bound-
aries are an inadequate representation of a fuzzy rela-
tionship. Thus, in the following sections, a new solution
to overcome this issue is presented. Section II describes
a real estate data set which will be used for illustration
purposes. Section III provides a brief survey of avail-
able solutions and their limitations. In Section IV, de-
tails of Tanakas’ popular approaches are provided, and
enhancements to handle issues in asymmetrically dis-
tributed data sets are introduced as a new approach.
To illustrate its features in Section V, it is applied to the
data set, and the impact of predictors on sales prices of
houses is analyzed. In Section VI, the findings are eval-
uated. It is worked out in which situations the associ-
ated features are beneficial. Note that a comparison to
other types of AI techniques is not within the scope of
this paper and should be handled in a follow-up study.
Finally, plans for future research into further enhance-
ments and other fields of application are presented.

II. DATA SET

The data set used in the following sections to illus-
trate the new approach represents sales of individual
residential property in Ames, Iowa, from 2006 to 2010.
It contains 2930 transactions and a large number of ex-
planatory variables (23 nominal, 23 ordinal, 14 discrete,
and 20 continuous) that play a role in the valuation of
property values (Cock 2011). This data set is the basis
of the Kaggle Competition “House Prices: Advanced
Regression Techniques”. The contest’s goal is to pre-
dict the sales price for each house. In order to discuss
the features of the new fuzzy method presented in this
paper, only a few attributes of the data set are used.
The temporal attributes considered are the year of con-
struction, the year of renovation, and the month and
year of sale. Furthermore, the data set contains infor-
mation on lot size, the quality of the material used, and
its condition, which are also considered.

III. RELATED WORK

The data set described has been used in several pub-
lications, such as (Fan, Cui, and Zhong 2018; Vik-
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torovich et al. 2018; Yan 2017). The data set analyses
followed a similar process:

First, the data set was preprocessed, removing out-
liers and handling missing values, as well as remov-
ing unwanted features and possibly adding custom fea-
tures. Subsequently, several base methods and one or
more ensemble methods were selected. Fan et al. used
Lasso and Ridge linear regression models, which intro-
duce penalty terms. Besides, random forest, support
vector regression with linear and Gaussian kernel, and
extreme gradient boosting trees as base methods are
applied (Fan, Cui, and Zhong 2018). As ensemble strat-
egy, they used a simple weighted linear combination of
the best performing models. Viktorovich et al. used
Lasso linear regression, ElasticNet, extreme gradient
boosting trees and neural networks as base methods.
Different combinations were assessed as integrating en-
semble methods (Viktorovich et al. 2018). Whereas
Yan used gradient boosting trees, random forest, and
regularized regression with both Lasso and Ridge pe-
nalization as base methods (Yan 2017). On top of that,
different ensemble methods were applied, whereby a
multi-class ROC random forest was proposed.

After selecting appropriate base and ensemble meth-
ods, a hyperparameter optimization took place, where
the best performing combination of the selected meth-
ods was determined. Since the output of the base mod-
els is the input for the ensemble methods, this is a
multi-layered process or stacked generalization as de-
scribed in (Wolpert 1992). Decent results are achiev-
able with this practice. However, in many cases, the
results of ensemble methods are difficult to understand
and are often treated as opaque “black-boxes” (Cortez
and Embrechts 2011). There are approaches and ongo-
ing research summarized under the term Explainable
Artificial Intelligence (Arrieta et al. 2020), which try to
make “black-box”-models more understandable, for in-
stance, with sensitivity analyses (Cortez and Embrechts
2011), by extracting rules (Tickle et al. 1998) or by visu-
alizing different layers (Yosinski et al. 2015). To avoid
the issue mentioned above, the focus in the following
sections is on fuzzy linear regression.

While conducting the literature review, it became
clear that developments on the research topic of fuzzy
regression have not received much attention in the last
two decades. Thus, there is not much preliminary work
on this research subject. However, a few sources could
be identified: D’Urso and Gastaldi presented an asym-
metric fuzzy regression approach for crisp data sets
with a fuzzy output component using a new metric
(D’Urso and Gastaldi 2001). In (Neubauer 2010), much
knowledge about fuzzy regression and further develop-
ments can be found. The methods discussed can handle
fuzzy input, which is not the focus of this paper.

One of the first publications in this field is from
Tanaka et al., who also tried to model house prices
(Tanaka, Uejima, and Asai 1982). They used avail-
able crisp data in five dimensions to estimate prices for
Japanese prefabricated houses using an algorithm with
a linear optimization problem.

Diamond also investigated fuzzy regression in 1988
(Diamond 1988). He solved the problem of fuzzy-to-
fuzzy regression by implementing a new metric and
proving its properties. Additionally, his ideas of crisp-
to-fuzzy regressions were presented. His regression re-
sulted in symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers.

In 1997, Tanaka and Lee published a fuzzy regression
approach to process crisp data sets (Tanaka and Lee
1997). Their work is the basis for the approaches pre-
sented in this paper. Therefore, their ideas are outlined
in Section IV. Additionally, Lee and Tanaka presented
a non-symmetric fuzzy regression idea with crisp input
and output, in 1999 (Lee and Tanaka 1999). However,
the approach presented has the significant drawback
that it weights the fuzzy properties to the linear cor-
relation unequally. This feature is explained in Sec-
tion VI.

IV. APPROACH

This section presents the general approaches, start-
ing with a definition of fuzzy linear functions, their
properties, and other fundamentals. Afterward,
Tanaka’s approaches are reviewed. Note that many re-
gression algorithms are often denoted using matrices
and vectors (see (Neubauer 2010) or (Tanaka, Uejima,
and Asai 1982)), while this paper relies on sums over
real values, iterating through input dimensions. This
is done to make the general idea of the algorithms and
the underlying quadratic optimization problem more
understandable. Based on this, a new asymmetric ap-
proach is introduced. Tanaka’s so-called optimization
without expert knowledge (Tanaka and Lee 1997) is
also integrated into this approach.

A. Fundamentals

A.1 Data Set Notation and Definition

The data set shall be defined as D containing p in-
stances. Each instance of D has n + 1 dimensions or
attributes. For the sake of this paper, xj means the
j-th data point with all its attributes. Therefore, the
notation xji represents the value of the i-th dimension
of the j-th instance within D. The algorithms expect
numerical, non-negative values (R+

0 ). Concluding, the
data set can is defined as

D ⊂ R+
0

n+1
, |D| = p (1)

A.2 Fuzzy Linear Regression

The goal is to find a fuzzy linear function f : Rn→ R̃.
These functions can be generally described as:

Y =

n∑
i=0

γiXi (2)

where

X0 = 1 (3)

Xi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1 (4)

γi ∈ R̃, i = 0, . . . , n (5)

In Equation (2), n denotes the number of input di-
mensions in the data analyzed. The Xi represents the
crisp i-th dimension of the data set, while γi values



are fuzzy coefficients calculated by the linear regres-
sion algorithm for the i-th dimension. For algorithmic
purposes, X0 is initialized with the value of one so that
the sum includes the γ0 case. In accordance with the
data set notation, Xn+1 denotes the dimension ana-
lyzed that is to be approximated.

In the following sections, the performance of three
algorithms inspired by Tanaka’s approach (Tanaka and
Lee 1997) is compared. Additionally, these solutions
are transferred to an asymmetrical algorithm to solve
the issues mentioned in Section I. The goal is to com-
pare the approaches in both the performance and rele-
vance of their results. Each algorithm gives a fuzzy lin-
ear approximation, including a centerline and lower and
upper boundaries for expected values. These bound-
aries may also be referenced as a tunnel. This concept
is typically not implemented by other algorithms, such
as neural networks.

Asymmetric approaches could be superior in rep-
resenting real-world scenarios (described in Subsec-
tion IV-D). This work tests this hypothesis. All of the
procedures presented provide a linear function with tri-
angular fuzzy numbers, which are either symmetric or
asymmetric. Symmetrical triangular fuzzy numbers,
which can be used to represent the γi parameters are,
denoted as (a; c)S , where a is the center of the number
and c the symmetric spread. Asymmetrical triangular
fuzzy numbers are denoted as (a; l;u)LR, where a is the
center of the number, l, and u describes the lower and
upper boundary distances.

A.3 h-Level

Some fuzzy algorithms have an h-level parameter
(Tanaka and Lee 1997). The h-level defines the mini-
mum membership for each data point of the data set
with the resulting linear regression. The closer the
h-level comes to 1, the wider the tunnel becomes. Thus,
the fuzziness of the resulting regression increases.

B. Linear Regression with Symmetric Triangu-
lar Fuzzy Numbers, Ignoring Linear Corre-
lations

Using Equation (2) the linear goal function for sym-
metric triangular fuzzy numbers can generally be de-
scribed as follows:

Y =

n∑
i=0

(ai; ci)SXi (6)

For the first version of the algorithm, the linear cor-
relation within the data set is ignored. Instead, the
spread of the resulting symmetric triangular fuzzy co-
efficients is reduced, so that all values are within the
h-level of the fuzzy function. Therefore, the following
linear programming problem has to be solved.

min
(a0,c0),...,(an,cn)

n∑
i=0

p∑
j=1

cixji (7)

subject to:

n∑
i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
≥ xj(n+1), j=1, . . . , p (8)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
≤ xj(n+1), j=1, . . . , p (9)

ci ≥ 0, i=0, . . . , n (10)
The constraints defined in (8) and (9) cause the re-

gression to have all values within the spread with a
minimum membership of h. Additionally, it is desir-
able to prevent spreads to become less fuzzy for higher
numbers, which is achieved by (10) (Tanaka and Lee
1997).

C. Linear Regression with Symmetric Triangu-
lar Fuzzy Numbers, Using Linear Correla-
tions

Ignoring the data set’s linear correlation between di-
mensions can result in errors in the interpretation of the
resulting linear regression. Hence, this property should
not be ignored. Tanaka provides a solution combining
the properties of least-squares regression with the fuzzy
effect of Section IV-B (Tanaka and Lee 1997). Again,
the goal is to create a function similar to Equation (6).

The resulting quadratic optimization problem can
now be written as:

min
(a0,c0),...,(an,cn)

k1

p∑
j=1

(
xj(n+1) −

n∑
i=0

aixji

)2

+ k2

p∑
j=1

(
n∑

i=0

cixji

)2
(11)

subject to (8), (9) and (10).
Since the same constraints are still valid, those from

the previous approach are reused. The factors k1 and
k2 are user-specified positive real values and enable ad-
justments of the function. The ratio between k1 and
k2 influences the weight of the linear property in con-
trast to the slimness of the resulting tunnel. Therefore,
k1 and k2 can be seen as the importance of the linear
property and the crispness, respectively.

D. Linear Regression with Asymmetric Trian-
gular Fuzzy Numbers, Using Linear Correla-
tions

In the asymmetric case, the definition of the lin-
ear asymmetric fuzzy numbers is taken from Subsec-
tion IV-A and transformed into the following general
function:

Y =

n∑
i=0

(ai; li;ui)LRXi (12)

Thus, a modified version of Tanaka’s symmetric fuzzy
regression algorithm (Tanaka and Lee 1997) is used.
Asymmetric approaches have the advantage that they
are not so much affected by outliers lying only above or
beneath the centerline. In this case, an extreme point
only affects the side it occurs on (above or below the
actual linear relationship). For the optimization, the



squares of both boundaries are combined. Since the
fuzziness has now potentially twice the importance in
the optimization, the combination of the two parts is
halved. Finally, this result is combined with the least
square regression component, and both are weighted
with the two crisp factors, k1 and k2.

min
(a0,l0,u0),...,(an,ln,un)

k1

p∑
j=1

(
xj(n+1)−

n∑
i=0

aixji

)2

+
k2
2

p∑
j=1

( n∑
i=0

lixji

)2

+

(
n∑

i=0

uixji

)2
 (13)

n∑
i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ui

)
xji

)
≥ xj(n+1), j=1, . . . , p (14)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)li

)
xji

)
≤ xj(n+1), j=1, . . . , p (15)

ui ≥ 0, li ≥ 0, i=0, . . . , n (16)

As in the symmetric case, the lower boundary needs
to be less then or equal to, and the upper boundary
greater than or equal to all recorded values. Therefore,
Equations (8), (9), and (10) are modified to use the
new lower (l) and upper (u) boundaries.

Figure 1 shows the asymmetric approach applied to
the test values from Tanaka’s work (Tanaka and Lee
1997). The boundaries of the asymmetric fuzzy regres-
sion are closer to the values of the data set compared to
Tanaka’s symmetrical fuzzy regression approach, since
each side is only limited to their respective extrema.
Note that this is limited to the space of the training set
and is not valid for predictions outside of this area.

In addition, Figure 1 shows the impact on regres-
sion. k1 = 1 and k2 = 10 are set for the symmetrical
and asymmetrical approaches, meaning that the slim-
ness of the tunnel is more important than the least-
squares regression of the centerline. Note that the up-
per and lower boundaries are not drawn for the sym-
metrical case, since they are very similar to the asym-
metrical case with these parameters. The centerline of
the asymmetric case (plotted solid) better matches the
actual linear relationship. This effect can be measured
using the root mean squared error, which is measured
between the actual data points and the centerline. The
symmetrical case scores 1.88, and the asymmetrical re-
duces this by approximately 8% to 1.73 for the given
data set.

E. Optimization Using Tanaka’s Reliable and
Suspicious Sets

In the symmetric cases of Subsection IV-C and Sec-
tion IV-D, filtering untypical values is also possible. For
this purpose, Tanaka’s definitions of suspicious and re-
liable values are used (Tanaka and Lee 1997). First,
a crisp least-squares regression is computed, and the
resulting coefficients are defined as α = α0, α1, . . . , αn.
Subsequently, the standard deviation σ based on the
resulting regression is calculated. A point of the data
set is defined reliable when it is within the interval:

[αxj − tσ;αxj + tσ] , j== 1, . . . , p (17)

Fig. 1: Visualization of an Asymmetric Triangular Fuzzy

Regression and Comparison to the Symmetrical Center Line

t is a factor used to widen or tighten the set of reliable
values (Re). Values outside of this interval are members
of the set of suspicious points (Su).

The fuzzy objective function Equation (2) can now
be extended by the fuzzy error parameter E, which is
of type (0; e)S .

Y =
n∑

i=0

γiXi + E (18)

This error E should be minimal. Hence, it is considered
within the optimization process as shown in the new
goal (19):

min
(a0,c0),...,(an,cn),e

k1

p∑
j=1

(
xj(n+1) −

n∑
i=0

aixji

)2

+k2

p∑
j=1

(
n∑

i=0

cixji

)2

+ k3e
2

(19)

subject to Equation (10) and
n∑

i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
≥ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Re (20)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
≤ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Re (21)

n∑
i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
+ e ≥ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Su (22)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)ci

)
xji

)
− e ≤ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Su (23)

Note that (22) and (23) are relaxed versions of the
previously known constraints since they consider e.
These constraints create two tunnels. The inner one
requires all reliable values to be within the boundaries,
while all suspicious values can be further away within
the outer boundaries.

F. Integrating the Optimization Technique into
the Asymmetric Approach

Finally, Tanaka’s method of reducing the impact
of outliers can be applied to the asymmetric adapta-
tion. The general regression function is equal to Equa-
tion (18). All coefficients γi are LR fuzzy numbers.



Note that the fuzzy error parameter E is now asymmet-
ric as well and can be represented by (0; el; eu)LR. This
results in the following quadratic optimization problem:

min
(a0,l0,u0),...,(an,ln,un),el,eu

k1

p∑
j=1

(
xj(n+1) −

n∑
i=0

aixji

)2

+
k2
2

p∑
j=1

( n∑
i=0

lixji

)2

+

(
n∑

i=0

uixji

)2
+ k3(e2l + e2u)

(24)
subject to Equation (16) and

n∑
i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ui

)
xji

)
≥ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Re (25)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)li

)
xji

)
≤ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Re (26)

n∑
i=0

((
ai+(1−h)ui

)
xji

)
+ eu ≥ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Su (27)

n∑
i=0

((
ai−(1−h)li

)
xji

)
− el ≤ xj(n+1) ∀xj ∈ Su (28)

The calculation of the reliable and suspicious sets Re
and Su, according to Tanaka’s approach, is described
in Section IV-E.

Fig. 2: Asymmetric Triangular Fuzzy Regression with Outlier

Detection

In Figure 2, an asymmetric fuzzy regression with out-
lier elimination is visualized. The algorithm was exe-
cuted with the parameters k1 = 1, k2 = 10, k3 = 1 and
t = 2. Obviously, the tunnel becomes significantly thin-
ner to match the data set more closely than before since
it is allowed to ignore the outer two data points. The
calculated coefficients for the approaches with outlier
detection (OD) and without (OD) and – if applicable –
error values are described in Table I.

TABLE I: Coefficients and Error Values

Alg. el l0 l1 a0 a1 u0 u1 eu
OD 2.57 0.23 0.03 6.8 0.46 0.2 0.03 3
OD - 1.97 0.11 8.88 0.12 2.6 3e-6 -

V. EXPERIMENTS

After the implementation of all approaches, their per-
formances on the data set were tested. At the begin-
ning, only seven of the original eighty attributes have

been used. The selection was based on experimenting
and calculating their Pearson correlation to the target
value.

The best combination of features was found by trying
various permutations of features in combination with
different values of k1, k2, k3 and t. The values of the
weights k{1,2,3} were in {1, 10} while t was selected from
the set {0.5, 1, 2}. Since the model calculations run
rather fast, the complete permutations of the seven in-
put features were tested. This approach resulted in
28,585 initial tests.

After the first batch was evaluated, it was assumed
that the fuzzy linear model is more suitable when
the number of features increases. Therefore, a sec-
ond batch has been prepared using additional five fea-
ture dimensions, increasing the input dimension to
n = 12. Besides, the set of the k{1,2,3} has been
increased to {1, 10, 100, 1000}, and t could be any of
{0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5}.

Since this confirmed a hypothesis about the influence
of parameterization on the metrics observed, a third
batch of experiments was executed, using all of the nu-
merical input data except those features which can be
derived from other features. This resulted in an input
dimension n = 34.

VI. EVALUATION

After testing many configurations of the algorithms,
enough data was gathered to evaluate the results. The
evaluations were conducted after each batch. Two met-
rics were used for comparison: the root mean squared
error (RMSE) and the root mean squared logarithmic
error (RMSLE). The latter is also used as a comparison
metric in the Kaggle Challenge for this data set.

In the first batch, the asymmetric approach was sig-
nificantly superior when compared to the symmetric
approaches. In the following batches, when the num-
ber of input dimensions was increased, the symmet-
ric approach presented by Tanaka (Tanaka and Lee
1997) performed as well as the extended asymmetric
approach. Table II shows the best results that were
gathered.

Rows 1 to 4 represent the best results of the first
batch, which were achieved by using all seven features.
Note that the first experiments also tested all permu-
tations between the seven dimensions selected. Row 1
and 2 include the best (lowest) RMSE, and the next
two rows the best RMSLE values.

The best performing symmetrical (Tanaka’s) ap-
proach was the one with outlier detection (SOD). This
has proven to be the best solution for the new asymmet-
rical version (abbreviated as AOD), too. It should be
mentioned that the symmetric and asymmetric models
without outlier detection were tested as well, but they
never achieved the highest score of any batch.

Rows 5 to 8 show the impact of more extreme values
of k{1,2,3} and t on the results. Five additional input
features extended these tests. The next rows (9 to 12)
show how the algorithms perform on all available, non-
linear dependent input features.



TABLE II: Experimental Results

Alg. Feat. k1 k2 k3 t RMSE RMSLE
1 SOD 7 1 1 10 1 43807 0.730
2 AOD 7 10 1 1 2 43630 0.779
3 SOD 7 1 10 1 1 61499 0.310
4 AOD 7 1 10 10 2 49326 0.269
5 SOD 12 1000 10 1 5 35048 0.733
6 AOD 12 10 1 100 3 37786 0.185
7 SOD 12 1 1 10 2 37296 0.187
8 AOD 12 1 10 1000 2 39618 0.185
9 SOD 34 100 1000 1 1 30683 0.199
10 AOD 34 10 1000 1 1 30689 0.199
11 SOD 34 1 1 100 1 32901 0.166
12 AOD 34 1 1 100 1 33186 0.167
13 L99 34 1 1 - - 31071 0.216
14 LSR 34 - - - - 31071 0.218

In row 13 (L99), the results of Lee’s algorithm from
1999 (Lee and Tanaka 1999) are used with the param-
eters optimized for RMSE. The final row 14 shows the
RMSE and RMSLE scores of the least-squares regres-
sion (LSR). Lee’s approach and the LSR yield almost
identical results. This can also be seen when comparing
the a-component of the fuzzy coefficients with the crisp
coefficients of the LSR. Hence, the difference between
them is never higher than 0.02%. Since the bound-
aries are not squared, the weighting between the least-
squares and the tunnel optimization is skewed. Thus,
k1 and k2 can not be seen as equal weights, and the
influence of k2 depends on the data set. For com-
parison to Equation (24), Equation (29) describes the
fuzzy component of the optimization problem of Lee
and Tanaka’s algorithm, which is similar to the ap-
proach.

L99fuzzy = k2

p∑
j=1

(
n∑

i=0

lixji +

n∑
i=0

uixji

)
(29)

As already mentioned, the following experiments
with a higher number of input dimensions yielded the
same results for symmetric and asymmetric approaches.
This insight is clearly outlined in Table II (see rows 9 to
12). The final experiments resulted in an almost iden-
tical configuration for the SOD and AOD parameters.

Interpretation of the Results

From the experimental results, it can be concluded
that the new asymmetrical approach has the advantage
of boundaries, which can be derived from a richer solu-
tion space due to their independence. If a data set has
only outliers above or below the linear tendency, the
algorithm is not forced to give both boundaries more
room in an equal, symmetric fashion. As the number
of input features increased, no noticeable linear corre-
lation between many of them and the target dimension
could be found. Since the test set is rather large, this
may result in a symmetrical distribution of the data
points beneath and above the linear tendency of the
sales price. Eventually, this explains the algorithms’
pattern of returning the same results (ci = li = ui)
for many dimensions. This results in ai, which is cal-

culated the same way. The results were measured and
are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Visualization of the Asymmetric and Symmetric

Algorithm ai Results

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a new algorithm has been presented us-
ing Tanaka’s (Tanaka and Lee 1997) approach to gen-
erate fuzzy linear regressions based on crisp input data
and outlier detection. It returns asymmetrical triangu-
lar fuzzy numbers instead of symmetrical ones. Fur-
thermore, different fuzzy regression approaches have
been tested in a real-world scenario, predicting house
prices for a given data set. Based on these experiments,
it can be said that the asymmetrical approach should
be preferred when calculating fuzzy linear regression
with crisp input, since it performs at least as good as
the symmetrical idea and outperforms other fuzzy re-
gression approaches which are dependent on the input
data. Apart from these promising results, the transpar-
ent functionality of the new approach is a remarkable
advantage, due to the explainability of its results. At
any point during the analysis process, the results of the
algorithm is comprehensible.

In the future, it has to be investigated, which pa-
rameters affect the performance of the algorithm. The
asymmetric fuzzy coefficients have approximately 50%
more parameters. This impacts the runtime of the QP
solving algorithms. The computational effort depends
on the approach chosen. A comparison with other re-
gression algorithms with respect to transparency and
accuracy, as well as algorithmic runtime would be con-
ceivable. Furthermore, it would be interesting to apply
the approach to different scenarios. Another idea could
be to expand fuzzy linear regression with crisp input
data to other fuzzy distributions. Currently, triangu-
lar fuzzy numbers are used to create the fuzzy linear
functions, although in many cases, the data are not dis-
tributed linearly. Using Gaussian bell curves could im-
prove the performance of the approaches, which needs
to be implemented and further investigated. Addition-
ally, a comparison of the results from this study to the
output of other types of AI techniques would be very
interesting.
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